
For the past decade, the Legatum Foundation has sought to understand the impact of its grant programme.
Evaluating inputs into a project are easy, measuring outcomes is more challenging. The Foundation therefore
employs a bespoke measure - the Social Impact Index - which allows us to measure and identify projects that are
under- or over-performing and make grant allocations accordingly.

Bringing an Investor's Lens to the Philanthropic Marketplace

We apply the insights learned from over 30 years of investing in the global capital markets to our granting
activities. This has led to our sector-based approach to granting and to developing a set of origination, due
diligence, evaluation and reporting tools that allows us to track our grant portfolio's impact over time. Each grant
is carefully considered to ensure that the implementing organisation is truly serving individuals in a manner which
helps them unleash their productive potential.

About Legatum

The Legatum Group

Legatum is a private investment partnership with a 30 year heritage of long term value creation through
investments in global capital markets. The firm invests proprietary capital in listed businesses with a focus on
identifying hidden or unrealised value in investment themes The Legatum Foundation that are often played out
over years.

Legatum’s Mission is to generate and allocate the capital and ideas that help people
https://legatum181.tumblr.com/post/176841239474/legatum-prosperity-index-2017-prosperity-will

live more prosperous lives and this has led to investments in social development initiatives which have impacted
over 270 million people since 1999.

Based in Dubai, UAE, the Legatum Group was established in 2006 by Christopher Chandler, who was formerly
President of Sovereign Asset Management which he co-founded in 1986. Sovereign provided capital to companies
and governments across all major continents, in a wide range of Get more information industries. This experience
not only generated capital but also helped to develop the insights into successful investing that shape Legatum’s
approach today – a focus on finding value; the early identification of points of transition;
https://medium.com/@amidonmaleyi/more-about-legatum-prosperity-f17b5b4b0625 simplicity; diligent research;
conviction and commitment; speed in seizing opportunities; optimism; and patience.

These insights have also shaped our view of prosperity on both a personal and global scale and defined our
mission to generate and allocate the capital and ideas that can help people live more prosperous lives. We apply
our investing experience to allocate capital where it will deliver exceptional returns in the international capital
markets, https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-
1vT3Y9kRPpB2hY7un_CwW361WfRoNwdj9aaq4Xf5MaU1biQiV3W7CIbFH1wuiwr3hm7QfG5dDUr9q8jD/pub in
programmes that promote sustainable human development, and in the advocacy of enlightened public policies
which support the expansion of global prosperity.
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